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9am – Welcome with Coffee
with Anne-Marie Kilday and Karlyn King
9.15-9.45am
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
Chair - Karlyn King
9.45-10.30am
ENVIRONMENT AND SCIENCE
Chair - Maria Assaf
10.30-11.15am
HIGHER EDUCATION TODAY
Chair - Kevin Maynard
11.15am-12 noon
SAFETY
Chair - Robert Curry

9.15-10am
WHAT READERS AND
RESEARCHERS WANT
Chair - Adam Fields
10-10.45am
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
Chair - Harriet Butler
10.45-11.30am
GENDER AND CULTURE
Chair - Harriet Butler

12 noon-1pm
CLOSING PLENARY in Willow 1 with Gavin Barber
and Networking lunch – Headington Hill Hall – Green Room and Music Room
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INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
Chair – Karlyn King
1. Dr. Simon Heap – The Postal Service of Old Calabar,
Nigeria, 1890-1960
Abstract
This paper examines the history of the postal service of Old Calabar/Calabar during the colonial period
by using the available written sources, the physical buildings still standing, as well as the philatelic record
contained in stamps, letters and their envelopes, and postcards. With Old Calabar a major commercial
as well as administrative centre, there was much mail coming in and going out of the town. Histories of
government departments or ministries have hardly begun in Nigeria, but all such institutions would bear
closer examination across both colonial and independent eras. Calabar’s Second Post Office building
remains on the Marina, well used by local families, but without National Museum and Monuments
preservation status. The third Post Office also survives. With the local authorities wanting to attract other
Nigerians and foreigners to Calabar as tourists, the preservation and conservation of such buildings is
pressing. The author is a major philatelist (Member of the Royal Philatelic Society, London; Chair, Pacific
Islands Study Circle (PISC); VP of West Africa Study Circle (WASC), WASC Study Editor for Nigeria before
1914; Publicity Manager of the Oxford Philatelic Society; and eBay dealer ‘809imon’). This paper has been
displayed as a philatelic exhibition in Oxford and London, and was recently published as ‘The Postal Service
of Calabar, 1890-1960: Historical Cultural Artefacts for Contemporary Tourism’ in Calabar on the Cross
River (Africa World Press, New Jersey, 2017), edited by Paul Lovejoy et al.

Biography
Dr Simon Heap works in the Timetabling and Room Booking Team based in the Academic Office of Oxford
Brookes University. He is the long-standing editor of the African Studies Association of the UK (ASAUK)
newsletter. With degrees from the University of Cambridge and SOAS, Simon was awarded a doctorate
from the University of Ibadan on “The Liquor Trade and the Nigerian Economy, 1880–1939,” funded by a
Leverhulme Trust Study Abroad Studentship. Returning from Nigeria, Simon then held the Antony KirkGreene Junior Research Fellowship at St Antony’s College, University of Oxford. Simon was the first holder
of the Britain-Nigeria Educational Trust Commonwealth Fellowship in 2011 back at his alma mater, the
University of Ibadan. After working in the international NGO sector for 15 years, Simon switched career to
university administration in 2016. https://oxfordbrookes.academia.edu/DrSimonHeap/ lists all of Simon’s
published work and presentations.
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2. Maria Assaf – A Journey Through Conflict and Peace
Abstract
Colombia is a country of contradictions. But perhaps the world saw its political polarisation reach its peak
during the 2016 plebiscite to ratify the peace process where the “no” vote, -opposed to a peace deal with
Colombia’s largest guerrilla group, FARC-, obtained a slight majority. The dramatic vote brought to light
some of the country’s innermost socio-cultural conflicts: discussions on women’s and sexual diversity
rights, as well as indigenous, farmers and afro-Colombian rights. The peace deal clause on allowing former
FARC members to run for public office also resurrected historical discussions on political diversity. As
many wonder whether the updated peace process (ratified after the vote) will bring long-lasting peace to
the country, this presentation attempts to highlight some of the intricacies of the receding conflict and the
challenges ahead.
I propose a multimedia exhibit portraying photographs from some of Colombia’s conflict areas in Valle
del Cauca and Tolima, as well as from Bucaramanga, a city where many of the country’s nearly 6 million
forcefully displaced people live. The photos show areas like Natagaima, Tolima, where the conflict has
subsided, but where the remains of terror still reign over its most vulnerable populations, particularly
indigenous and farmer communities. An accompanying narration will highlight the current conflicts among
the country’s powerful political factions, a rising middle-class and war survivors. It will also share stories of
conflict survivors as they attempt to heal and reclaim their human rights after more than half a century of
warfare.

Biography
Maria Assaf is a Colombian-Canadian freelance reporter born in Bucaramanga, Colombia. Her journalistic
career includes reporting for Latin American, Filipino and West Indian newspapers in Toronto for over
six years. She also wrote features and breaking news stories for the National Post’s world section and
produced broadcast journalism at CTV News Toronto. She completed her bachelor degree in journalism at
Ryerson University. Her main areas of journalistic interest are political, international and conflict reporting.
She recently finished an MA in Development and Emergency Practice at Oxford Brookes University,
researching Syrian refugee media outlets by travelling to Turkey. Her goal is to continue reporting on
international development and human rights issues. She has also worked as a translator for researchers,
reporters and development practitioners. In 2015, she travelled through Colombia’s conflict areas as
a research assistant and interpreter and helped set-up a project on symbolic violence and conflict
transformation with vulnerable communities in Valle del Cauca and Tolima.

@MariaAssaf | https://majuassaf.wordpress.com
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ENVIRONMENT AND SCIENCE
Chair - Maria Assaf
1. Kevin Maynard – Technology to reduce incidences of
misplacement of NG Tubes
Abstract
Nasogastric tubes are used to deliver medication and food to patients who cannot take food orally. The tube
is pushed through the nose down the oesophagus into the stomach. Once the tube is in place, medication
and liquidised food can be pushed through the tube to treat and feed the patient safely. Very occasionally,
the tube can be inadvertently pushed into the lungs. Whilst the risk of this occurring is very small, when it
does happen, it can be catastrophic as food pushed into the lung can cause a serious lung infection and
potentially death. Currently, Xrays or pH paper are the gold standard methods for detecting where the tube
is. Both have significant downsides. XRays are costly and take time to do. pH paper does not work well if
people have already been fed thus diluting the acid or on babies whose stomach pH is higher than adults. If
the tube cannot be confirmed in the right place, then the patient cannot be fed or treated. We are working
with the Oxfordshire Community Children’s Nursing team to develop a technology to detect whether the
tube is in the lungs or the stomach before feeding. If successful, the technology will enable improved
confidence in the use of the NG tube and more patients will be treated and fed on time. We have obtained
ethics approval to run a clinical trial to do initial tests and validate performance. We will plan to present the
results of our trials - if completed in time.

Biography
Kevin works as one of the Business Development Managers in the Research Business Development Office
(RBDO). The aim of the Business Development section is to manage the University’s patent portfolio and
help groups exploit their knowledge by developing new contract work. Prior to working at Brookes, Kevin
set and ran his own biomedical company developing unique technology for delivering complex injections.

2. Darren Twort – On the hunt for Thrips fulvipes
Abstract
On the hunt for Thrips fulvipes - a thunder bug not seen in almost 100 years at Shotover Country Park,
Oxford. Working with Shotover Wildlife (a local conservation group), novel vane traps (a trap which insects
are caught for identification) were deployed in the park in two locations which had a strong presence of
Dog’s mercury, a small herbaceous plant synonymous with semi ancient natural woodland, and a plant
known to have a link to the species (via an expert in the field of Thrips). It is also the case, that due to its
elusivity, there is little information on the species – but typically other species within the order tend be a pest
to crops. Whilst the species was not to be found, some other interesting species were found instead, from
the family of Thrips and some rare beetle species (Coleoptera). This makes this trapping method, which
is quite novel in terms of being a modified vane trap, very important in being able to measure what rare
species may be found at a particular site and can be deployed to where it may be required that other rare
insects are to be found (under the right circumstances).
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Biography
Darren Twort – MSc BSc – A former student of Oxford Brookes University (2011-2015), having studied
Environmental Management at undergraduate and Conservation Ecology at postgraduate levels. A member
of Shotover Wildlife and interested in doing further work there yearly in the summer. A keen interest in
the insect world and the interactions of which landscape management has upon species and the human
influences we have upon these interactions. Has formerly researched interactions of bees and beetles and
the effects of human management on their habits has upon them.

3. Maria Yordanova – The mechanism of learning spatial
location relative to boundary
Abstract
This presentation will be an overview of my MSc Psychology research project, which focuses on the visuospatial domain of learning. I investigated the cognitive mechanism of learning locations in relation to spatial
boundary. Previous research on the topic yielded contradicting findings. In brief, some researchers provided
a substantial amount of evidence to suggest that locations are learnt in reference to the overall shape of
the spatial boundary, whilst others found equally convincing evidence to propose that locations are merely
associated with discrete local features of the boundary. Having placed previous research in the context of
the general principles of human learning and the limitations of human short-term memory, I hypothesised
that the disparity of findings could be explained by differences in the complexity of boundary shapes
that previous researchers employed in their experimental procedures. I designed a non-immersive virtual
environment experiment and recruited 39 participants for it. In each of the 18 trials participants were to
remember the location of an object surrounded by a complex irregularly shaped boundary. I manipulated
the visual distinctiveness of the local boundary features across trials to test whether participants used
these features to reference locations. In my presentation I will share an overview of previous research on
the topic, explaining my research methodology and findings in more detail. As the concluding statement, I
will summarise some of the key lessons that I learned about conducting research projects and interpreting
research findings.

Biography
Maria was raised in Russia, although lived in the UK for her whole adult life. Her family is spread across
various regions of Russia and former republics, which introduced her to a diversity of different cultures.
Growing up, she developed a keen interest in people, cultures and the way people think. She has also
always aspired to continually expand her own knowledge and skills. Throughout school, she developed
specific interests in psychology, dance, art, geometry and languages and completed her university
education in Russia, studying National Economics. Rather indirectly related to her core interests, that course
of study was a pragmatic choice. Two years into the degree, she took some time off to travel, explore the
word and learn whether other cultures could offer a different perspective on the things studied at the time.
This journey eventually led to the UK, where she completed her undergraduate degree and commenced a
working career. Yet, she has sustained an interest in psychology and always intended to pursue it further. An
opportune moment arose when discovering ‘online learning’ and Maria pursued an online MSc Psychology
course as a mature student. She is currently working as an Administrator on the SRS Programme, whilst
completing this online course. As part of the course, she has learned quantitative and qualitative research
methods, studied Statistics and conducted several research projects. Her main research interests converge
on the area of Cognitive Psychology, memory and learning.
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HIGHER EDUCATION TODAY
Chair - Kevin Maynard
1. Belinda Jones – What are the priorities for different staff
groups in relation to the university timetable?
Abstract
Timetabling is an everyday happening in all of our lives, we regularly experience it in various forms, for
example: in different educational environments, school and colleges; transportation, be it when we catch a
bus or a train; and when we are visiting the doctor; watching a television programme; looking at the football
fixtures or browsing the Wimbledon match schedule (Cruz-Chavez at al, 2016). University timetabling takes
performing this function to extremes in terms of volume and frequency of events, as well as the number of
varied outputs needed to create personalised calendars for students and staff. The higher the volume of
events and the higher the number of constraints that are introduced, the more complicated producing the
timetable becomes. The 2009 Hanover Research Council argues that students are the central stakeholders
in the timetabling system. There is however, less clarity on what other outputs the timetable is expected to
deliver in relation to meeting staff needs and expectations, staff satisfaction with the timetable and balancing
of resources and competing priorities. This study is therefore interested in the conflicting priorities across
University staff, and how factors relating to different roles contribute to staff satisfaction or dissatisfaction
with timetabling. The study looks particularly at the views of staff within the organisation and explores the
priorities that differing groups of staff have in relation to timetabling. The overarching question this study
therefore seeks to answer is: “What are the priorities for different staff groups in relation to the university
timetable”?

Biography
Belinda Platt is an MA in Education student at Oxford Brookes University. Having successfully completed
the PG Diploma stage she is now working on her dissertation. Belinda previously graduated from Oxford
Brookes with a BA (Hons) in Business and Management, before pursuing a career in Higher Education. She
has recently moved from being Head of the Academic Office where she was responsible for timetabling,
room bookings, graduation and examinations into the role of Senior Transition Manager where her focus is
on implementing institutional change.

2. Alicja Konstantinidis-Pereira – Evaluating postgraduate
taught portfolio – the cluster approach
Abstract
The research focused on a new method of grouping postgraduate taught courses introduced at Oxford
Brookes University as a part of a Portfolio Review. Instead of classifying courses by subject, the new cluster
approach uses statistical methods to group the courses based on factors including flexibility of study
options, level of specialisation, research links, vocational character and undergraduate continuity. The model
of five defined clusters helps understand an increasing diversity of postgraduate taught provision better, find
similarities outside of traditional subject divisions and share a good practice outside of the departmental
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structure of the University. It can assist with a new approach to University-wide marketing activities as well
as with evaluation of performance taking into account course specifics within the clusters – the implications
involve a set of new performance indicators for postgraduate taught courses.

Biography
Alicja Konstantinidis-Pereira is Portfolio and Performance Management Lead, leading the processes
associated with the University-wide Portfolio Review at Oxford Brookes University. With her background
in statistics – masters in quantitative research methods, she has been working in higher education for
over 9 years and before that in market research and marketing. Her main professional interests lie in novel
application of analytical tools and statistical methodologies as a way of translating complex data into
comprehensive models and clear recommendations.

3. Emily Warwick – Motivations and Barriers for
Mature Students Entering Higher Education
Abstract
Between the years of 2006-7 and 2015-16, there has been a 46% decline in mature students entering
undergraduate level study at higher education. Sector level research has suggested factors such as the
tuition fee rise and the strengthening of the employment market (in terms of both opportunities available and
salaries) has led to employment being a more attractive option. To understand the local barriers to higher
education for our surrounding area, focus groups were run with a variety of groups; from current mature
students at college, college teachers and university students and alumni. Their motivations for returning to
higher education were explored, alongside how we can market universities to appeal to this group. Results
found that we cannot treat mature students as a homogeneous group and they have subsequently been
split into categories, each with their own motivations and barriers.

Biography
Emily is the Evaluation and Policy Officer for the UK Recruitment and Partnerships Team. She has also
worked for the Strategic and Business Planning Office and the Admissions Team in analyst based
roles since graduating from Oxford Brookes in 2015. As well as leading on the evaluation of the team’s
Outreach initiatives, Emily has undertaken research and data analysis projects relating to different stages
of the student lifecycle including the evaluation of the impact of financial support on student success and
progression. She is particularly interested in understanding the barriers that prevent particular groups
entering and succeeding in higher education.
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SAFETY
Chair - Robert Curry
1. Warren Rodel – Learning from Title IX Investigations
at Idaho State University
Abstract
US Universities are required by law to investigate cases of Sexual Misconduct. This is a federal law called
Title IX and was a by-product of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title IX came into effect from June 1972.
In April 2011 the Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights sent a letter to all US Universities. The
letter states that it is the responsibility of institutions of higher education “to take immediate and effective
steps to end sexual harassment and sexual violence.” UK universities can only investigate cases of Sexual
Misconduct if:
The reporting student refuses to report the case to the police and asks the University to investigate.
Criminal proceedings are completed.
I was invited to Idaho State University in October 2017 to share OBU Complaints and Academic Appeals
procedures and to continue my research into Title IX Investigations. I believe that ISU has the experience,
skill, support and resources in relation to their Title IX procedures which can be adapted to our student
conduct procedures. I am interested in learning from Title IX work, to help shape a Sexual Misconduct
Policy at Oxford Brookes University, in the following areas:
 Becoming AWARE of what actions and behaviours constitute sexual violence and misconduct;
 Taking steps to PREVENT sexual violence and misconduct;
 Learning how to REPORT incidents of sexual violence and misconduct;
 Understanding the process the University uses to RESPOND to alleged incidents of sexual violence and
misconduct;
 Helping survivors receive SUPPORT.

Biography
Warren Rödel is a Student Disputes Officer at Oxford Brookes University. Warren started work in this role
in May 2014. He first visited Idaho State University in October 2016 and most recently in October 2017.
Warren has helped write the Oxford Brookes University Complaints, Academic Appeals and Student
Conduct Regulations and specialises in making regulations and procedures accessible for all.
Warren earned a BSc honours degree in Geography and Educational Studies (2003), PGCE in Secondary
Geography (2004), Post Graduate Certificate in International Relations (2005) all from Oxford Brookes
University. He taught at Wheatley Park School (secondary) as a teacher of Geography from 2004 until
2014. He continues his work as a Student Disputes Officer with a focus on collaborating with Idaho State
University and Academic and Student Affairs colleagues at OBU to help develop a sexual misconduct policy
for Oxford Brookes University.
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2. Keron Harris – Protecting the vulnerable in a
non-healthcare academic environment
Abstract
There was no Faculty-wide Disclosure and Barring Service and Safeguarding policy with the exception of
Healthcare and Social Work students. However, other students from across the Faculty also undertake
work placements, research or volunteer in areas that bring those students into contact with children or
others who may be vulnerable. In order to rectify this, I undertook a benchmarking exercise in order to
establish best practice and common themes across the sector. From this I have developed a policy and set
of procedures that dovetail in with the policy that is initiated when a report is returned by the DBS and the
assessment thereof.
The benchmarking process was intensive and included eight universities including Oxford Brookes
University and was further informed by research from legislation, the Police Service and government
information on safeguarding in education in general and in HEIs in particular.
The policy was not developed unilaterally, but in conjunction with the Faculty Academic Administration
Manager and the head of the Practice Education Unit. The finished policy has been sent to internal
stakeholders and experts for consultation and will be presented to the Faculty Executive Team. We hope the
policy will be approved before Semester 2 so we can start to disseminate it. Some staff development points
have been raised and can be considered during discussion.

Biography
After working for Thames Valley Police for nearly 20 years, a couple of incidents occurred that caused me
to re-evaluate my life and goals. In pursuance of this, I gave up work and enrolled on an Access Humanities
course locally. On successful completion, I took up my place at Oxford Brookes to study History with
French. Three years later, I enrolled on the MA in History of Medicine and completed my dissertation on
‘Tuberculosis in Oxford and Chipping Norton 1919-1939’. Between the two degrees I also worked for Prof
Paul Weindling translating compensation claims from victims of Nazi medical experiments from the original
French.
Since graduating in 2012 I have worked for Oxford Brookes University, initially in the Academic Management
Office (latterly Student Central) and in the Faculty of Health and Life Sciences where I am a Programme
Administrator. I am in the process of preparing my application to study for my PhD in History.
In my spare time I indulge myself in my pet subject of Special Operations and military nursing in World War II
as well as the more sedate hobbies of knitting, cross stitch, crochet and sewing vintage clothing. I recently
made all the table decorations, bridesmaids’ posies, favours, evening invitations and thank you cards for my
wedding.
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3. Sofia Hussain and Tania Wickham – Improved Safety
through Better Awareness
Abstract
The University and HEFCE have funded a Project to improve the University’s mechanisms for allowing
students and staff members to report behaviours such as harassment, hate crime and sexual violence
to the University, and how these reports are used and responded to. Research will be undertaken to
understand thoughts, knowledge and behaviour around these issues amongst the student population. The
outcomes of the research will be used to develop pro-active intervention methods and recommend a robust
reporting tool.

Biography
Tania Wickham is the Student Welfare Manager in Wellbeing and works with students affected by the issues
of sexual violence, harassment and hate crime. She is a Senior User on the project.
Sofia Hussain is managing this Project and feels very strongly that we have an important role to play in
fostering a community of respect and ensuring that our students have a safe and positive experience at
University.
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SESSION B
WHAT READERS & RESEARCHERS WANT
Chair - Adam Fields
1. Susan Wilkin – Research Data Management in the Arts
and Humanities?
Abstract
If you’re engaged in research you’re producing data. How that ‘data’ is defined depends on which discipline
you’re working in. The general assumption is that only scientists produce it. WRONG! Arts and Humanities
researchers work differently but the research process is no less focused and the outcome no less indicative
than in the sciences but it’s often less transparent and obvious.
My poster will consider what might constitute data in Arts and Humanities research. It won’t be conclusive
or definitive but it should make you think. I’ll highlight problems associated with ownership of data, copyright
etc and give links to useful websites for further information and exploration. Now for the personal bit. In
the real world I’m working on some research myself. I’m a historian. I produce data. I manage my data a)
so that I don’t lose it, b) so that I can organise, augment and utilise it efficiently and c) so that I can chart
my progress as I work towards what I hope will develop into a PhD. I’ll give examples of the various types
of data I’ve produced and how I’ve approached the management of this data. All flawed or successful
methodologies my own and absolutely not prescriptive!

Biography
Susan Wilkin is a part-time member of the Scholarly Communications team based in Headington Library.
She has had a varied career working in museums and galleries, house management, academic publishing
and academic libraries but now she really wants to be a historian, so that’ll be her next incarnation.

2. Dan Croft and Shani Davis – Do reading lists deliver
learning outcomes?
Abstract
Reading lists are a seemingly unalterable part of Higher Education, to the extent that while all other aspects
of teaching at Oxford Brookes have been re-examined through the lens of Graduate Attributes and
Constructive Alignment, reading lists seem to have quietly gone on in more or less the same form as they
always have. This poster will report on the current findings of a team of researchers from Oxford Brookes
Library on their two-year research project investigating whether reading lists can be re-designed to more
directly deliver the learning outcomes of a module.

Biography
Shani Davis works in Oxford Brookes Library as an Academic Liaison Assistant. Dan Croft has held a few
roles in Oxford Brookes library and is currently the Scholarly Communications and Research Team Leader.
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3. Hazel Rothera – Where do we go from here?
An investigation of how Foundation Degree Early Years
students in our partner colleges use Brookes’ electronic
library resources
Abstract
As part of my Brookes PCTHE in 2017, I carried out a small-scale piece of UX (user experience) research
with Foundation Degree Early Years students, on how (and whether!) they use the Oxford Brookes Library’s
e-books, e-journals and other online resources. Getting students to participate in research is always
challenging, made more so in this case by the fact that UX research is usually observational and these
students are based not on campus but in our partner colleges. I’ll present on the techniques I attempted to
use, what worked and what didn’t, what I found out, and how I’ve taken the findings further forward with
partner college academic colleagues.

Biography
Hazel Rothera is an Academic Development Team Leader based at Harcourt Hill Library, where she leads
a small team of Academic Liaison library staff and provides subject support for the School of Education.
She has been with Oxford Brookes for a rather alarming 18 years, though in her defence she is now on her
third campus and fourth job title, so hasn’t completely stood still! She is the Library’s operational lead for
the academic rollout of Aspire (the Library’s online reading list software), is keenly interested in innovating
in information literacy teaching (completed the PCTHE in 2017) and is currently involved in planning for the
new Library at Harcourt Hill. She is also not a total stranger to research, having held a Brookes Learning and
Teaching Fellowship in 2012-14 looking at how Education students search for, find and evaluate information.
She lives in West Oxford with her husband and two sons and when not in the Library is a keen runner,
swimmer, cyclist and church bellringer.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES
Chair - Harriet Butler
1. Katie Hambrook – Revealing the medieval landscape of
East Oxford through place-names and field-names
Abstract
I will look at how place-names and field-names names characterise the way that the Anglo-Saxon and
medieval inhabitants of East Oxford used the landscape for pasture and meadowland. The local field-names
reveal details of the local topography: hills, streams and marshes; they allow us to see the landscape around
us through the eyes of past inhabitants. The field-names also show how land-use changed during the
medieval period and beyond.

Biography
Katie is the Academic Liaison Team Leader for HSS subjects taught at Headington and the Librarian for
History, History of Art, Anthropology and Primate Conservation. She has been at Brookes for most of her
working life and has made the most of access to libraries and archives to follow up a wide range of research
interests: local history, family history, women’s history, archaeology, and place-names studies. She has given
papers on field-names at the annual conferences of the Society for Names Studies and written chapters on
field-names and on the history of Littlemore Priory for the forthcoming book on the findings of Archeox, the
East Oxford community archaeology project.

2. Maria Kouroumali – Historical Causation and Interpretation:
The Role of Supernatural Agency in Procopius of Caesarea
Abstract
The interpretation of events in the Graeco-Roman historiography of Antiquity has long been an area of
scholarly study and debate. Factors such as personal participation and knowledge of protagonists, the
use of sources, subjectivity, and bias are examined in order to assess the accuracy and reliability of each
work. Supernatural forces also often play a decisive role in the causation and interpretation of the historical
narrative. Supernatural agency as a driving force appeared primarily in the form of Tyche-Fortune while God,
the supreme and omnipotent authority, was introduced into these works after the advent of Christianity. The
importance accorded to these forces is directly related to the perspective and mentality of each historian.
In the case of Late Antique historians, and more specifically, Procopius of Caesarea, the presence of both
supernatural powers has led to scholars attempting to determine his religious beliefs rather than focus on
the role of these forces as interpretative factors. This presentation will look at the role of supernatural agency
in the historical work of Procopius and argue that it plays a significant part in the causation of events and his
interpretation of them.
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Biography
Maria Kouroumali is an independent scholar in Byzantine Studies with particular research interests in
the political, military, and cultural history of the Byzantine Empire and a secondary expertise in Byzantine
literature, theology and art.
Before starting work at Oxford Brookes, she worked in Greece as a freelance translator, editor, and tutor.
She was the founding Director of the Mary Jaharis Center for Byzantine Art and Culture and Assistant
Professor of Byzantine Studies at Hellenic College Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Theology for three
years (2010-2012). Previously, she was a postdoctoral Research Fellow in Humanities at Wolfson College,
Oxford, and a member of the History and Classics Faculties. Her doctoral thesis was on the sixth-century
historian Procopius of Caesarea, the most important historical source for the reign of Justinian I (AD 527565). She taught courses in Late Antique and Byzantine History at the University of Oxford, at the University
of Cyprus as a visiting lecturer for one semester, and at Royal Holloway University London. Her first
monograph, Reassessing Procopius, will be published by Cambridge University Press.

3. Joseph Ripp – Middle America meets Middle-Earth :
American discussion and readership of J. R. R. Tolkien’s
The Lord of the Rings, 1965–1969
Abstract
After J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings was published in the mid-1950s as an expensive hardbound set, it
proved modestly successful in both Britain and in the United States. Because American copyright law was
both confused and not aligned with the prevailing international regime at this time, however, an American
publisher issued an unauthorized paperback edition of the book in 1965. When the author quickly issued
his own, authorized edition, the appearance of a massive number of cheap copies created a huge, youthful
audience for the book in the United States, unleashed a pop culture phenomenon and accompanying
media frenzy, and ultimately transformed Tolkien from an obscure and eccentric Oxford academic to a global
celebrity.

Biography
Joseph Ripp is Research Outputs Manager within the Scholarly Communications team in the library,
facilitating open access to research to support Brookes’s submission to the next REF exercise. He was
previously Librarian in the National Portrait Gallery (London), and before that worked with special collections
materials in the library at Southern Illinois University. He was a Tolkien geek in his youth.He didn’t know any
better.
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GENDER AND CULTURE
Chair - Harriet Butler
1. Karlyn King – Subverting the Vinyl Stereotype – Is this
medium of music gendered?
Abstract
This paper uses Williams’ (1961) definition of culture as intrinsically linked to objects and behaviours. That
is, we cannot discuss the historical context of listening culture without including the artefact’s corresponding
cultural practice. Therefore, this paper will examine vinyl record listening culture in the context of gender roles,
and specifically the exclusion or lack of visibility of women among such high fidelity practice from 1950 to
the present day. With regard to vinyl records, popular culture has permeated the norm of the “technocratic
male preserve” (Greer and Sommerich, 1994, p37) in the record store. This has been strengthened by social
conditioning (Belk and Wallendorf, 1994) and historically rigid gender roles (Keightley, 1996).
An examination of popular online vinyl retailer forums provides contemporary insight into this embedded
pattern which appears to persist even among vinyl’s recent second coming. The novelty of female vinyl fans
outwith sexualised images used by the marketing industry is thoroughly questioned via empirical sources for
evidence of the homogenous male traits which make a credible collector. The exclusivity of maintaining such
a homogenised practice appears to be linked with an ongoing quest for high expertise and subsequent high
status, and, seemingly, women are not invited. This paper will examine alternative accounts in an attempt to
document the slow historical change within gendered listening practice.

Biography
Karlyn King MA (Hons) is a PhD student at the University of Birmingham researching the rediffusion of vinyl
records. Following an MA Hons in Psychology from University of Glasgow, she pursued a Postgraduate
Diploma in Music Innovation & Entrepreneurship at University of the West of Scotland. She is currently
lecturing in Popular Music Studies at BIMM London, working in Student Central at Oxford Brookes
University and writing for Nightshift magazine.
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2. Aaron Worsley – A meta-synthesis of qualitative studies
exploring men’s sense of masculinity following treatment
for prostate cancer
Abstract
I would like to present a study that was published in Cancer Nursing – a meta-synthesis of qualitative
studies exploring men’s sense of masculinity following treatment for prostate cancer. There has been
little psychosocial research concerning men’s adaption to prostate cancer and treatment-related sexual
dysfunction. Six databases were searched to identify relevant studies that addressed these issues.
Studies that met the inclusion criteria were selected and reviewed for quality. The extracted data was then
synthesised.
The meta-synthesis found that men’s sense of masculinity diminished following treatment for prostate
cancer. Impotence, incontinence, the loss of control and physical changes caused psychological stress.
Underpinning these factors were cultural influences and dominant ideals of what it means to be a man. Men
had entrenched ideas about what manhood entailed. The review found that men’s sense of masculinity was
diminished posttreatment for prostate cancer. They felt that they could not exercise their manliness because
of the adverse effects associated with prostate cancer treatment.

Biography
I work as an Academic Liaison Assistant in the library at Swindon Campus, which is used primarily by Health
& Life Sciences students. Last year, I had the opportunity to apply for a Research Assistant post, which
I was successful in obtaining, in conjunction with my post in Learning Resources. The outcome was this
published meta-synthesis.
I was interested in the way prostate cancer treatment affected men’s sense of masculinity. This entailed
delving into research examining the concept of masculinity, what it entails, and how it underpins our culture.
So rather than just highlight the physical postoperative effects of treatment, I was able to discern the
psychological impact, and how this linked to cultural norms that depict how men are expected behave.
It was certainly an eye-opening and revealing study of masculinity and the mental anguish that can befall
those who don’t fit into its narrow definition. In addition to working at Oxford Brookes, I also write and edit
for a magazine called Pink Times, and am currently studying for an MA in Information and Library Studies.
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